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Dip Your Very Real Toes into VR
with WIRED Brand Lab’s VR Starter

Pack
Your well-deserved escape is only a headset—and a few fun accessories—away.

WHETHER YOU’RE VR-CURIOUS  or not quite ready to put the effort into

building your own dedicated VR PC, VR is finally (actually) within your

reach! Here’s everything you need to set up your house in one fell

swoop.

This story was produced by WIRED Brand Lab for Target.
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Oculus Quest 2

This wireless headset is all you need to jump into VR. Just adjust the lenses,
connect to Wi-Fi, and you’ll be off playing games or strolling down a sunny
beach in minutes. Two hand controllers let you explore, but get this: The
Quest 2 also senses your hands, so you can use them instead of the
controllers for experiences that support hand tracking. Want more to
explore? Plug the set into a compatible gaming PC to unlock fresh new
worlds. Note: Facebook owns Oculus, so you’ll need a Facebook account to
log in. 

$299 AT TARGET

Sony WH-1000XM4 Wireless Noise Canceling Overhead
Headphones

Never again will the sound of your heater kicking in bust your VR
experience. Achieve total immersion with the best noise-cancelling
headphones on the market. They’re lightweight and should sit comfortably
over your headset to deliver fantastic, clear sound. Intuitive touch sensors
on the speakers let you turn it up or tone it down with a quick finger flick,
while built-in mics make it easy to chat. They’ll instantly become your go-to
cans for VR—and everything else. 

$350 AT TARGET

Sony WFXB700 EXTRA BASS True Wireless Earbuds

These Bluetooth earbuds feature a punchy sound that’ll bring your VR
experiences to life. Tiny and secure, they’ll pair comfortably with any VR
headset without falling out, no matter how active you get. Plus, they’ll play
up to 9 hours straight in case, you know, you do too. 

$130 AT TARGET

HP 15-dk1035nr 15.6" Pavilion Gaming Laptop

This wallet-friendly HP features NVIDIA’s GeForce CTX 1050 graphics card
for quick loading times, an Intel i5 processor for smooth streaming, and
excellent cooling capabilities. Simply put, it can help you enjoy new VR
experiences without interruption—or having to configure a VR-ready rig on
your own. 

$70 0 AT TARGET

Playstation 5 Console

The PS5 has the hardware to take VR to the next level, with crazy fast load
times, and 3D audio—tech that makes it feel like sounds are coming from
every direction. Pair those powers with Sony’s VR library, which currently
holds over 500 games and experiences, and this funky white box promises
to excite even the most discerning VR wonk. 

$50 0 AT TARGET

Gaming Chair

Support yourself. Invest in a comfy chair designed to keep your head, arms,
back and butt in the game. Target's selection of futuristic looking VR thrones
with a padded headrests and adjustable armrests will do the trick. 

Microfiber Lens Cloth

You never know how you’ll react to a VR experience. You may sweat. You
may cry. Whatever happens, keep those headset lenses crystal clear with
this machine-washable microfiber cloth. Then give your phone a wipe, too,
for good measure. 

$1.49 AT TARGET
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